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If the conditions and processes that resulted in 

the origin of life on Earth are common elsewhere, it 
is reasonable to expect that life could be widespread 
in the Universe.  It is generally assumed that there are 
two fundamental requirements for life, as we know it: 
the presence of liquid water and organic polymers 
such as nucleic acids and proteins.  Water’s unique 
properties (excellent solvent, exceptionally large 
liquid temperature range, etc.) make it an ideal 
medium for chemical reactions to take place.  
Polymers are needed to carry out the central 
biological functions of replication and catalysis.  
Without these vital components, life as we know it is 
impossible.  
 The origin and early evolution of life on Earth is 
thought to have taken place through in a series of 
stages (see figure). Organic compounds considered 
necessary for life (for example amino acids) were 
synthesized by natural processes or brought to the 
Earth by meteorites and comets.  These simple 
compounds accumulated in various bodies of water 
where they interacted with each other to produce 
increasingly complex molecules some of which had 
crude catalytic functions.  These molecules continued 
to evolve in complexity until a molecule was 
produced that could catalyze its own imperfect self-
replication. The appearance of the first molecular 
entities capable of multiplication, heredity and 

variation marked the point of the origin of both life 
and evolution. These molecular entities eventually 
evolved into modern DNA/protein biochemistry that 
is the basis for all life on the Earth today.  
 Mars has long captured the imagination of 
science and the public as a place where extraterrestri-
al life might exist.  If we are going to search for 
possible Martian life we first assume that the same 
basic requirements for life on Earth, liquid water and 
organic compounds are, or were, present on the 
planet. It is of upmost importance that we focus on 
all the steps shown in the figure in order to not miss 
evidence for either prebiotic chemistry or life in a 
primitive step of evolution.    

Although spacecraft have landed on Mars, and in 
the case of the Viking missions in 1976 searched for 
evidence of biology (without yielding any conclusive 
results), subsequent missions have mainly concen-
trated on finding evidence of liquid water, which 
appears to have been present in the past and possibly 
still exists in some regions today.  But an important 
issuse is whether the conditions on Mars were ever 
favorable for the origin and evolution of life.  
Modern state-of-the-art analytical techniques are now 
becoming available that are compatible with 
spacecraft operations that could finally tackle in a 
robust manner the issue of whether evidence of 
prebiotic or biotic chemistry exists on Mars.  
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